Installation Tooling

**PRG540**
- Pulls all alloys from 3/32” to 1/4”
- Extremely strong, robust and reliable heavy duty pneumatic rivet tool
- It is unbeatable for efficient riveting on mass-production lines.
- Sets all styles and sizes of POP® blind rivets, ultra-grips, and T-Rivets from 3/32” to 1/4”.

**ProSet® 3400**
- Pulls all alloys 3/16” and 1/4”
- Innovative high performance features including a patented “Quick Disconnect” nose housing and jaw case
- Delivers the highest pulling force in its class with a weight of 4lbs
- Tough aluminum casing is designed to enhance the life of the tool.
- Lightweight polymer construction & comfortable two finger, low activation force trigger
- No tools required to switch out nose parts

**SPARE JAWS**
- **3/16” - 5707540046**
- **1/4” - 5707540044**

**Byler Part #: 57075400 **
PNEUMATIC

**Byler Part #: 570734000 **
PNEUMATIC
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